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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERING/TECHNIcLoGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE, OCTOBER/NO\'EMBER _ 2019

[Maximum Marks: 100] [Time: 3 Hours]

PART-A

(Maximum marks: 10)

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each questions carries 2 marks'

1. Define bulk modulus?

2. Explain static friction ?

3. Describe polar moment of inertia ?

4- Define buckling load ?

5. Define thermal stress?

- PART_B

(Maximum marks: 30)

Answer any five ofthe following questions. Each question carries 6 marks'

l. Describe Hooks law and Youngs modulus ?

2. Explain angle of friction with sketch ?

3. Explain the strength of a riveted joint ?

4. State Rankine's formula and explain its terms ?

5. Describe the principle of super position ?

6. Expalin centre ofgravity and radius of gpation ?

7. Describe about caulking operation?
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PART_C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Alswer one full question from each unit. Each question carries l5 marks)

UNIT-I

III (a) Sketch and explain stress-strain diagram ofmild steel under tension ?

(b) A steel tube 24 mm external diameter and 18 mm intemal diameter encloses a copper rod of l5 mm

diameter. The composite bar is rigidlyjoined at both ends. Find the stress in steel tube and copper

rod, if the temperature of the composite bar increased by 190 0C. Take E for steel and copper as

21 0 kN/mm2 and 1 10 kN/mm2 respectively. Also take o for steel and copper as 1 1 " 106/C and

18"10fC respectively ?

OR

IV (a) Determine tlre volumetric strain and final volume of a steel bar 4 m long, 30 mm wide, 20 mm thick

is subjected to an axial pull of 30 kN in the d ection of its length. Take E=2x 105 N/mm2 and

Poissons ratio is 0.3 ?

ft) A compound tube is made of inner steel rod 40 mm diameter and a brass tube 40 mm internal

diameter and 5 mm thick. The compound tube carries an axial compressive load of 100 kN.

Find the stress induced in steel and brass. Take E for steel = 2.1 x 105 N/mm2 and E for

brass : 0.8 , lOs N/mm2 ?

UNIT_II

V (a) Find moment ofinertia ofrectangular section by integration method ?

(b) The force required to pull a body ofweight 50 N on a rough horizontal plane is 15 N. Determine

the coefficient of friction if the force is applied at an angle of 150 with the horizontal ?

OR
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VI (a) Explain parallel axis theorem ?

(b) Find the centre of gravity of I section shown in the figure below ?

L'NIT - III

VII (a) Derive the torsion equation for a circular shaft ?

(b) In a close-coiled spring, the diameter ofeach coil is 5 mm and having 12 conLplete coils of

50 mm mean diameter is subjected to an axial load of 100 N. Find the deflection ofthe spring

and maximum shearing stress in the material if modulus of rigidity is 80 GPa ?

OR

VIII (a) Define welding terms used in a welded joint with the help of a neat sketch ?

(b) A double riveted double cover buttjoint is used to connect two plates of 10 mm thick. Diameter

ofrivet used is l8 mm. Calculate the shear stress induced in the rivet sectiorL ifthe plate carry a

load of 100 kN per pitch length ?
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UNIT-IV

IX (a) Describe the types of beams with sketches ?

(b) A wooden beam of 140 mm wide and 240 mm deep is supported at each end, of span of4 m.

Determine the load that can be placed at its centre, to cause the beam a defleclion of 10 mm.

Take E:6x lOa N/mm2 ?

OR

X (a) State the assumptions ofEuler's equation for crippling load ?

(b) A simply supported beam of lenglh 8 m, canies point load of3 kN and 4 kN at a distance of

2 m and 5 m respectively from the left end as shown in figure below. Draw the shear force and

bending moment diagrams for the beam ?

skN 4kN
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